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RESUMEN 

Las lentes dieléctricas perforadas hacen uso de una técnica bastante novedosa que permite conseguir 

sistemas de antenas muy directivas y completamente planas además de relativamente pequeñas y de 

bajo coste, lo que las hace interesantes para su aplicación en espacio. En el siguiente trabajo, se diseña 

y simula una lente perforada a partir de dos materiales, uno de permitividad 2.5 y otro de permitividad 

3, para dos bandas de trabajo: 72GHz-76GHz y 81GHz-86GHz. El proceso seguido para el diseño de 

ambas lentes es el mismo y se describe a continuación.  

En primer lugar, se ha realizado una revisión del estado del arte donde se estudian los diferentes tipos 

de lentes y las ventajas que ofrecen, tomando especial atención a las lentes dieléctricas perforadas. De 

aquí se han obtenido los resultados matemáticos que permiten definir posteriormente, en el diseño de 

la lente, el tamaño de las perforaciones a realizar, así como su distribución y su configuración.  

En segundo lugar, se ha analizado una celda unitaria cuya simulación es realizada bajo ciertas 

condiciones que simulan periodicidad. El objetivo de este análisis ha sido probar diferentes tamaños 

de taladro sobre dicha celda dieléctrica para sacar una serie de valores discretos que pueden 

sintetizarse en la fase de diseño.  

En tercer lugar, se han calculado las permitividades necesitadas en la lente partiendo del principio de 

que se ha de compensar la fase en la superficie de esta. Así obtenemos una gráfica que relaciona los 

puntos de la lente con la permitividad necesaria en ese punto para compensar la fase. Con los datos 

obtenidos en la fase anterior, se representa sobre la gráfica de diseño comentada una gráfica 

escalonada con los valores que realmente podemos obtener. Así tenemos dos gráficas: la de diseño, 

ideal y continua y la escalonada, que es como una discretización de la anterior.  

En cuarto lugar, se ha realizado y simulado un diseño que simula las zonas de diferente permitividad 

utilizando anillos sólidos. Esto nos permite evaluar el funcionamiento de la lente y verificar el proceso 

de diseño que va a seguirse, así como la obtención de resultados que nos indicarán lo que puede 

esperarse del diseño con perforaciones.  

En quinto lugar, con las gráficas de diseño y los resultados de las simulaciones de anillos sólidos se ha 

diseñado la lente perforada en ambos materiales. Con el modelo diseñado, se han realizado las 

simulaciones pertinentes para obtener los resultados del desempeño de la lente.  

SUMMARY 

Perforated dielectric lenses make use of a rather novel technique that allows to achieve very directive 

and completely flat antenna systems. Moreover, they result relatively small and low cost, which 

makes them interesting for application in space. In the following work, a perforated lens is designed 

and simulated from two materials, one with a permittivity value of 2.5 and another with a permittivity 

value of 3, for two working bands: 72GHz-76GHz and 81GHz-86GHz. The process followed for the 

design of both lenses is the same and described below.  

First, a state-of-the-art review has been carried out where the different types of lenses and the 

advantages which they offer are studied, taking special attention to perforated dielectric lenses. From 

this we have obtained the mathematical results that allow to define later, in the design of the lens, the 

size of the perforations to be performed, as well as their distribution and configuration.  

Second, a unit cell has been analyzed whose simulation is performed under certain conditions that 

simulate periodicity. The objective of this analysis has been to test different hole sizes on that 

dielectric cell to bring out a series of discrete values that can be synthesized in the design phase.  

Third, the permittivity values needed along the lens have been calculated based on the principle that 

the phase on the lens surface must be compensated. Hence, we get a curve that relates the points of the 

lens with the needed permittivity at that point for phase compensation. With the data obtained in the 

previous phase, a stepped curve with the values that we can actually obtain is represented on the 



above-mentioned design curve. Thus, we have two graphs: the design, ideal and continuous and the 

stepped, which is like a discretization of the previous one.  

Fourth, a design has been made and simulated that simulates zones of different permittivity using 

solid rings. This allows us to evaluate the operation of the lens and verify the design process, as well 

as obtaining results that will tell us what can be expected of the design with perforations.  

Fifth, with the design graphics and the results of solid ring simulations, the perforated lens has been 

designed on both materials. Simulations on the models designed are made and then the results of the 

lens performance are obtained.  
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1. INTRODUCTION AND OBJETIVES 

1.1. INTEREST AND JUSTIFICATION  

Within the context of the so called ‘spectral crisis’, spectrum will not be able to meet all the traffic 

demand; the design of cellular network is still based in the 3G legacy and need further enhancement. 

Therefore, the proven interest on technologies which enable high speed and capacity network is 

outstandingly increasing. Namely, the 5G deployment has become a major issue in 

Telecommunication Engineering. 

Satellites expand coverage, broaden 5G networks uses, enable building multiple spot beam networks, 

and can reuse higher frequencies of the spectrum in non-saturation conditions. In addition, they can 

support services such as eMBB, uRLLC or mMTC. 

Several use solutions can be considered for designing 5G satellite networks as I) High Altitude 

Platform Stations (HAPS), as proposed in Project Loon [1], Project Zephyr of Airbus [2] or Project 

Stratobus [3]; and II) High capacity GEO satellites such as ViaSat-2, ViaSat-3 or Konnect VHT. 

There is another remarkable solution provided by massive LEO constellations such as OneWeb, 

LeoSat or StarLink [4]. Here, inter-satellite links (ISLs) are required and they are based on high 

frequency bands, involving compact, inexpensive, capable of beamscanning and relatively high-

directivity antenna systems. With respect to this, flat dielectric lenses show a great potential of use. 

The design of these lenses using perforation techniques is very advantageous, due to their 

compactness, low cost, simplicity in manufacturing and directivity. 

1.2. STATE OF THE ART REVIEW 

1.2.1. APPROACH TO THE CONCEPT OF LENS 

 

Lens-type antenna systems rely on optical properties for the transmission and reception of 

information. In this way, the lens has a refractive index different from the unit that guides the rays 

from the extent of their entire aperture to the feeder (at reception) or from the feeder through the 

entire aperture (in transmission). The image below illustrates what is commented out. 

 

 

(a) (b) 

Figure 1. Lens concept in transmission (a) and reception (b). Source: Author. 

The lens in transmission allows to transform the spherical wave front coming from the feeder into a 

plane wave front. In reception, lens guides the incoming rays to the focal point. Both modes of 

operation, as discussed, are based on the value of the lens refractive index. 

One advantage of the lenses over other antenna systems is that they do not suffer of shadow blockage 

effect of the feeder. As already mentioned, lenses as a component in antenna systems are based on the 
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transformation of the incident spherical wave front from the feeder located in the lens focus, on a 

plane wave front. This makes them interesting because they allow very directive antennas. In addition, 

they allow wide angular scanning and generally have good broadband characteristics compared to 

other arrays [5]. 

On the other hand, lenses have great applicability in the millimeter and submillimeter bands, whether 

in wireless communication [6] systems,  HAPs [7] or automotive radars [8]. 

As for the lenses, we distinguish two types mainly: lenses with metallics and dielectric lenses. 

Additionally, we can divide them into flat or non-flat shaped lenses. 

 

Figure 2. Lens classification. Source: Author. 

We would like to highlight the concept of Fresnel Zone Plate (FZP), lenses which are based on the 

Huygens-Fresnel diffraction principle and guide the incident rays based on this, rather than refraction. 

These are flat lenses whose realization consists in the correction of phase in discrete points of the 

aperture and not continuously. There are FZPs made with PSSs (phase shifting surfaces) or 

dielectrics. 

 

Figure 3. Summary of different kinds of lenses [9]. 
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1.2.2. TYPES OF LENSES 

LENSES WITH METALLICS: PSSS 

 

The development of metals-based lenses has been developed over the past two decades. Unlike the 

development experienced by printed reflectarrays, as reflector substitutes for being thinner and 

lighter, the development to find a similar solution in lenses has been more limited. However, a 

breakthrough in this regard is the development of phase-shifting surfaces (PSSs) [9]. PSSs are based 

on different layers with conductive elements with a variable size and shape, separated by dielectric. 

There are several configurations of the conductive elements of the PSSs and different shapes that 

these may have. 

 

Figure 4 Side view of different PSSs configurations [9]. 

 

Figure 5. Conductive elements for PSSs [9]. 

 

 

Figure 6. Front view of PSSs [9]. 

We present now what is stated in [10]. It is a lens design based on PSSs using square elements, 

designed for 30GHz. The advantage of using square elements over strips, which is exposed in [11], is 

that in the latter, optimal operation was achieved for a single orientation in linear polarization. The 

layout with square elements supports two orthogonal polarizations due to the rotational symmetry of 

the square elements of the unit cell. 
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Figure 7. Comparison between the use of square elements and strips [10]. 

 

Figure 8. FZP (Fresnel Zone Plate) lens with 90º phase correction designed from square elements for the PSSs [10] . 

 

Figure 9. Measured results for the lens shown above at 30GHz [10]. 

We find interesting the comparison made on [12]: different PSS based lens designs with different 

number of layers (two, three and four). The following table shows a summary of what is obtained.  

Table I. Summary of the results obtained on a PSS lens with different number of layers [12]. 

 

On [13], three lens designs and its performance are detailed using a three-layer PSS for Ka-band. 

Models of the same cost and weight are made with phase corrections of 90º, 45º and quasi-continuous. 
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Figure 10. Lenses designed in [13]. From top to bottom: 90º correction lens, 45º and quasi-continuous. 

 

Figure 11. Comparison of the gain obtained with the correction lens 90º (red), 45º (blue) and quasi-continuous (pink) 

It can be seen that the lower the phase correction (the better correction of the phase) improves the 

system performance. 

A comparison can be made between the performance of PSS-based lenses and conventional dielectric 

lenses. To do this, in [12] a comparison is made between a thin lens based on PSS with correction of 

90º (PC-PSSA) with three conventional lenses: A dielectric lens Plano-Hyperbolic (DPHLA), a 90º 

phase-correcting FZP lens (PC-FZPA) and a FZPA. 
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Figure 12 DPHLA [12]. 

 

Figure 13. PC-FZPA [12]. 

 

Figure 14. FZPA [12]. 

 

Figure 15 PC-PSSA [12]. 

 

 

Figure 16 Comparison between the measured gain for □DPHLA; +PC-FZPA; ○FZPA; ×PC-PSSA 

It can be seen that the PC-PSSA design, being just as easy in manufacturing as the FZPA, can offer 

better performance than the PC-FZPA, which is bulkier and difficult to manufacture. 

Finally, to finish this section, we refer to [14], where a PSS-based lens system for 30GHz is 

developed with the capability to orient the beam. The PSS is based on square elements. 
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Figure 17. Lens system to achieve steering beam [14].   

 

Figure 18. H-plane normalized radiation pattern measured at 30GHz [14]. 

  

 

Figure 19. E-plane normalized radiation pattern measured at 30GHz [14]. 

DIELECTRIC LENSES 

 

This type of lenses are made of dielectric materials. Originally, these lenses were based on the 

correction of the phase at all points of their extension and made use of spherical or convex shapes. 

However, in recent decades new technologies have been developed and FZPs are a good choice for 

lens system design.  
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Figure 20. Different dielectric lenses (a) grooved lens FZP (b) conventional multidielectric lens (c) conventional FZP 

Conventional dielectric lenses are based on phase correction throughout their aperture. For this, they 

usually make use of convex or spherical shapes. This is a drawback since they result in bulkier 

systems and it is preferable that the aperture has flat shape. For this reason, the development of lens 

plan systems is interesting.   

In this respect, Fresnel lenses offer a suitable solution [15]. These lenses correct the phase only at 

discrete points of the aperture. Generally, we talk of a phase correction of 45º, 90º, 180º… obtained as 

360º/P, P being the number of stages where the correction is made. As a noteworthy aspect, these lens 

designs are similar to Transmit-Arrays, considering that  in these, the phase difference must be less 

than 360º, which is not the case in flat lens designs. 

 

Figure 21. Effect of a flat Fresnel lens with perforations on the spherical wave front coming from the feeder [16]. 

Fresnel lenses offer some advantages over shaped lenses that are interesting in the context of satellite 

communications. They are relatively thin and can be produced at low cost [17]. In addition, in 

conventional lenses, by decreasing the F/D ratio, the thickness of these lenses increases significantly. 

This is not the case with Fresnel lenses. 

 

Figure 22. Comparison between a hyperbolic and Fresnel lens for different F/D ratios [18].   

However, the main disadvantage is that since they correct the phase only at discrete points, the 

aperture efficiency is reduced [18] [19]. However, this can be alleviated by adding more stages where 

phase correction occurs [18].  
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To achieve phase compensation, several techniques exposed in [20] can be followed and we discuss 

them below.  

One of the techniques is to make grooves in a sheet of dielectric material. Thus, components that pass 

through the areas with grooves, will have a higher phase velocity than those that pass through the 

solid material. The depth of these grooves determines the phase difference between adjacent areas and 

that must be equal to the compensation to be achieved. Below we present a figure illustrating what is 

explained in this paragraph. 

 

Figure 23. Lens model with grooves. Components that pass through areas with grooves do so at a higher phase velocity than those 

that pass through the solid material [20]. 

The effect that the thickness of the commented lens has on the aperture efficiency is studied in [18]. 

 

Figure 24. Phase correcting Frensel lens [18]. 

 

Figure 25. Simulated gain versus lens thickness at 30GHz 

[18]. 

The way in which the thickness of the lens influences its optimal performance is highlighted in [19]. 

Several lens models (180º phase-correction and 90º phase-correction) are analyzed for different F/D 

ratios (1, 0.5 and 0.25). 
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Figure 26. Lenses with F/D = 0.5 for (a) 180º correction (b) 

90º correction [19] . 

 

 

Figure 27. Lenses with F/D = 0.25 for (a) 180º correction 

(b) 90º correction [19]. 

 

Figure 28. Normalized gain for 180º phase-correcting 

lenses and different F/D at 30GHz vs. thickness [19]. 

 

Figure 29. Normalized gain for 90º phase-correcting lenses 

and different F/D at 30GHz vs. thickness [19]. 

On [21] a comparison is made between a grooved lens and a conventional shaped lens for THz 

frequencies. 
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Figure 30. (a) Different lenses profiles, from left to right: conventional shaped lens, 2-step (180º phase-correction), 4-step (90º phase-

correction) and 8-step (45º phase-correction) (b) FZP antenna with grooves fed by a corrugated horn . [21] 

 

Figure 31. Comparison between conventional shaped lens and grooved lens [22]. 

 

Figure 32. (a) Gain measured for microwave band and (b) 

for THz for FZP 2-step (brown), FZP 4-step (green), FZP 8-

step (blue) and conventional shaped dielectric lens (red) 

[21]. 

 

Figure 33. Copolar and crosspolar measured diagram for 

(a) FZP 8-step (b) conventional dielectric lens [21]. 

It can be seen that for a grooved lens FZP, when we have four or more phase correction stages, it has 

comparable values of gain, beamwidth and rejection to the crosspolar to the conventional shaped 

dielectric lens. 

Another possible solution for the design of Fresnel lenses, is to have different dielectric constants 

along the lens. This is called multidielectric lens. Since the phase velocity is determined by the value 

of this εr, the phase compensation effect is achieved due to the different velocities with which the 

phase components from the feeder travel at the different points of the lens. 

 

Figure 34. Multidielectric lens scheme with 6 stages. It is described the permittivity profile to use. It should be inversely 

proportional to the lens radius to introduce more delay in the components that travel the most path from the feeder to the lens [23]. 
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The values of the dielectric constants that we should use depend on the thickness (t) and the number 

of dielectric constants that we have on the lens (P). On [20] the following equation is presented: 

𝑡 =
𝜆0

𝑃(√𝜀𝑖 − √𝜀𝑖−1)
;  𝑖 = 2, 3, . . . , 𝑃 

The amount of phase correction we have is given by 360º/P. From this equation, by setting the 

minimum value that we have of εr, we can obtain the other values that we need. Below is a graph 

showing the values of the necessary εi for different lens thicknesses setting P = 4, or what is the same, 

a 90º phase correction. [20]   

 

Figure 35. Values of εi for P = 4 [20]. 

One way to implement a multidielectric lens is to use solid rings of different materials with different 

εr as shown below. 

 

Figure 36. Lens composed of solid rings of different materials with different εr, being Ri the radius of each ring [20].  

However, this solution presents a big issue, as it is very complex and expensive to assemble the 

different rings, as well as cause undesired effects on the operation of the antenna [20]. 

On [24] a 3D printed-based model designed for 60GHz with high gain and fed by a patch is presented. 

 

Figure 37. 3D printed lens used in [24]. 

 

Figure 38. Lens configuration proposed on [24]. 
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Figure 39. Simulated and measured results of crosspolar and copolar for the lens proposed at 60GHz [24]. 

However, with the above mentioned, another approach to the solution of having different dielectric 

constants in the lens is possible, such as the one proposed in [15], [20] or [25], which consists of 

starting from a sheet of the same material and performing perforations in it in order to change its 

dielectric constant. It should be noted that this design technique avoids the problem of the commented 

assembly and is therefore particularly attractive for the design of FZPs. 

Additionally, this technique can produce an improvement in shadow blockage [26]. This article 

compares a grooved lens and a perforated dielectric lens. 

 

 

 

 

(a) (b) 

  

 

(c) (d) 

Figure 40. (a) Grooved lens used in [26] (b) Perforated lens used in [26] (c) Normalized radiation pattern simulated and measured at 

30.5GHz for both lenses [26] and (d) Gain comparison between both lenses on the frequency band [26]. 

1.2.3. PERFORATIONS ON DIELECTRIC MATERIALS 

 

The principle of design of perforated lenses, as mentioned, is based on performing perforations to a 

dielectric sheet in order to synthesize the desired dielectric constants along its extension. This section 

is intended to give an idea of what the technique and theoretical operation of these perforations is 

based on. 

First, we present the starting status: A sheet of dielectric material that has a determined relative 

permittivity (εr). This property allows us to define the permittivity of a dielectric element in relation to 
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the permittivity of the vacuum (ε = ε𝑟  ∙  ε0). At the moment it is intended to explain that, from the 

aforementioned starting state, we can manage to change the value of εr of the whole material by 

performing on it perforations, which will give us a design principle for the lens later. 

The perforations that we perform on the material, if made in a certain way, allow to vary εr in the 

manner sought. These should be performed according to a uniform lattice with a not very high hole 

spacing compared to the working wavelength, and along the thickness of the material [20]. The 

following are the square and triangular lattice configurations that are exposed in [20]. 

  

(a) (b) 

Figure 41. (a) Square and (b) triangular lattices exposed in [20]. 

Considering that such separation between holes is small when compared to the wavelength, 

macroscopically, the material will appear to have an uniform εr, different from the starting. The value 

that this new εr takes will depend on the diameter of the holes made, the separation between them, 

their configuration in the lattice... etc. In this way, the effective permittivity obtained when doing the 

drilling is given by 𝜀𝑟 𝑒𝑓𝑓 = 𝜀𝑟(1 − 𝛼) + 𝛼 [20], where εr is the relative permittivity of the undrilled 

material, and α is the filling factor given by the following expressions: 

𝛼 =
𝐴0

2𝐴
 𝑓𝑜𝑟 𝑡𝑟𝑖𝑎𝑛𝑔𝑢𝑙𝑎𝑟 𝑙𝑎𝑡𝑡𝑖𝑐𝑒 [20]. 

𝛼 =
𝐴0

𝐴
 𝑓𝑜𝑟 𝑠𝑞𝑢𝑎𝑟𝑒 𝑙𝑎𝑡𝑡𝑖𝑐𝑒 [20]. 

Being A the total area of the analyzed unit cell and A0 the hole area. Therefore, the filling factor can 

be written as a function of  
𝑑

𝑠
 where d is the diameter of the hole and s the space between holes. Note 

that 
𝑑

𝑠
 must always be less than one, as otherwise the material is not kept consistent. Below are two 

figures that are presented on [20] illustrating the operation of the perforations on the dielectric 

constant. 

 

Figure 42. Effective dielectric constant obtained according to 
𝒅

𝒔
 ratio for different materials (εr = 5.8 and εr = 10) and different lattices 

[20]. 
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Figure 43. Effective dielectric constant for different materials using a triangular lattice [20]. 

It should be noted that the triangular lattice allows to obtain a filling factor greater than the square 

lattice since the holes can be grouped better and therefore allows greater range of permittivities, as can 

be seen in the figures shown above. It should also be noted that these are not the only geometric 

configurations that we can find. The design section discusses this. 

 

Figure 44. Other geometric configurations of the holes [27]. 

 

Figure 45. Average permittivity of each geometry for each size compared to the  𝜺𝒓 𝒆𝒇𝒇 = 𝜺𝒓(𝟏 − 𝜶) + 𝜶 equation. With the triangle 

configuration a very low minimum permittivity is achieved that leads to the increase of the angle of scanning of the lens [27]. 

In addition, on [28] an analytical model is developed to obtain the permittivity of a perforated 

material. It uses an equivalent parameter to the filling factor exposed, which is denoted as porosity.  

The result reached is equivalent to that set out in the references cited above.   

1.2.4. LENS DESIGN WITH PERFORATIONS 

 

In this section it is intended to carry out a review of the results obtained in different models that are 

developed in different references. For this, a brief review of the design process is done.Then results 

are attached and some useful conclusions are drawn for our subsequent design. 

The first point of the design process is to obtain the values of the dielectric constants that we need for 

the lens. In previous sections, there has been an expression taken out of [20] that relates the thickness 

of the lens and the number of stages that we will use, or what is the same, the number of different 

dielectric constants that we will have in the lens. With this relationship we can get the values we are 

looking for.  
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Another way of doing this, but which has as a derivation the previous one, is the one that is used in 

[29], which is based on the equalization of the phases according to the difference of paths traveled by 

each component.  

 

Figure 46. Lens design principle used in [29] 

Finally, we get to that 𝜀𝑛 = (
ℎ√𝜀1+𝐹−√𝑥2+𝐹2

ℎ
)

2

 [29].  

The needed permittivity may be represented in the lens depending on the radius of it. In this way, a 

permittivity value is defined for each point of the lens. However, since in practice we must correct the 

phase in discrete areas with equal permittivity, discretion should be made. This discretization results 

in a staggering of the commented representation and can be seen below for a six-stage case [5]. 

 

 
 

 

(a) (b) 

Figure 47. (a) Lens design [5] and (b) Ideal variation of permittivity depending on the radius of a 120 mm diameter lens and its 

discretization in six stages [5]. 

Once the values of the necessary permittivities have been obtained in the lens, the design is carried 

out by performing the holes. For this, a radius in which the holes will be placed, a hole diameter, and 

a period are defined for each section of different permittivity. Once this is defined, the holes are 

performed based on the chosen lattice. 

 

Figure 48. 3D printed perforated lens [5]. 
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Figure 49. Simulated far-field (a) E-plane and H-plane for different feeders and frequencies [5]. 

On [17] a design using a triangular lattice is presented.   

 

Figure 50. 63.5 mm diameter lens element detailing the configuration of the holes in each section [17].   

 

Figure 51. Theoretical and measured radiation pattern at 30GHz for the copolar and crosspolar components of the element 

presented in [17]. 

Eventually, the above element is entered along with other elements to get an array configuration as 

shown below. 
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Figure 52. Configuration in array from the unit elements of [17]. 

 

 

Figure 53. Theoretical and measured radiation pattern at 30GHz for the copolar and crosspolar components of the array 

configuration presented in [17]. 

An example of perforated lens design for 60GHz is shown in [23]. It is intended to manufacture a 

non-homogeneous gradient-index (GRIN) flat lens. 

 

Figure 54. 3D printed perforated lens model made on [23]. 

It also seeks that the variation of the feeder position along the lens extension and always maintaining 

its focal length, will always produce a scanning effect.  
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Figure 55. Angular scanning obtained from lens position variation for a perforated lens designed for 60GHz [23]. 

Another interesting development is the one that is carried out on [27], developing a system with the 

ability to steer the beam that is simple, low consumption and low cost for mobile applications. 

 

Figure 56. System scheme proposed in [27]. 

In addition, different unit cells are analyzed and compared for drilling. The final objetive is to achieve 

a maximum scanning angle. It is concluded that the use of other geometric configurations in the 

lattices allows to lower the minimum permittivity of the lens and this leads to a better scanning 

capability.   

 

Figure 57. Drilling lens configuration [27]. 

 

Figure 58. Scanning angle versus feeder position for different lenses with minimum permittivities of 1.25 and 3.3 [27].   
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1.3. OBJECTIVES 

The purpose of this work is to design and simulate two perforated dielectric lenses made from 

different dielectric materials for its use on ISLs. The lenses work on two bands, 72-76GHz for 

reception and 81-86GHz for transmission. They must have a high value of directivity, up to 

20dBi and be good in terms of efficiency (up to 60%) for support inter-satellite communications. 

Moreover, the beamscanning capability is studied and it must be around 20 or 25 degrees.  

The content of this work is organized as following: 

• The previous section, Section 1 State-of-Art review, explains the developments done on this 

topic and presents some results which will give us a criterion for interpreting our results.  

• On the second section, Section 2 Materials and Methodology, the materials and resources 

used are described and the starting point is set. Then, the process followed on the designed 

lenses is presented, with comments about the parameter selection, the calculus made, and the 

technic used. Finally, the model for its simulation with CST STUDIO SUITE is presented and 

commented. 

• The third section, Section 3 Results, the results of the simulations made with CST STUDIO 

SUITE for the lenses designed are presented and discussed and finally summarized on a table, 

showing directivity, losses, side lobe level, angular width, bandwidth, crosspolar 

discrimination, maximum level of crosspolar and scan capacity for each bands and designs.  

• Finally, on the fourth section, Section 4 Conclusions and future lines of research, results and 

objectives are analyzed together and some future lines of research are discussed.  
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2. MATERIALS AND METHODOLOGY 

2.1. MATERIALS AND RESOURCES 

First, we must present the starting point in the design. Some parameters of the lens are previously 

defined. The feeder that we are using is a horn with a 50º subtended angle. Moreover, the diameter 

of the lens is set to 20 mm as we consider this a good value for obtaining a compact lens and values 

of directivity up to 20dBi with efficiencies up to 60%. Then, we estimate that the optimal focal length 

must be 4.2 mm using the relation between F/D relation and subtended angle: 
𝐹

𝐷
=

1

4 tan(𝜃0/2)
.  

We used two dielectric materials. One has a permittivity value of εr = 2.5. This material is used 

because its availability. The other material has a value of εr = 3 (PEEK) and is widely used in space 

applications.  

In addition, we will use five rings on the lens, meaning that there will be five areas with different 

permittivity along the lens. The first ring, on the center of the lens, will be the material without 

perforations. Therefore, the permittivity will decrease as the radius increase. The decision of using 

five rings is been made because of previous results and researches have offered a good performance 

[20]. 

Besides, we should mention the software resources used. For the obtaining of numerical results and 

data processing MATLAB is used. For the EM simulations, CST Microwave Studio have been used.   

2.2. DESIGN METHODOLOGY 

2.2.1. UNIT CELL CHARACTERIZATION 

 

The first step on the design process is to analyze the effects of perforate a sheet of a dielectric 

material. In particular, we want to make a characterization of the materials we have (εr = 2.5 and εr = 

3).  

For the analysis of the effects of perforations in our materials, we use a unit cell. In its boundary 

conditions, we define some relations that simulate a periodic structure. Moreover, a brick of vacuum 

is added on both sides of the unit cell which cause a fictitious waveguide effect. Thus, the obtained 

results will give us a good view of the effects of perforating a large sheet of dielectric material with 

the same dimensions of holes along its structure. The geometry of the perforations made on the unit 

cell is designed for simulate the square lattice and the triangular lattice as presented on 1.2.3.  

To measure the effects of varying the hole diameter, the dielectric thickness and the spacing between 

holes (which is the period of the unit cell), we made a sweep on the simulation. The different values 

of diameter, thickness and spacing are listed below. 
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Table II. Simulations scheme and values of parameters. Hole radius values are expressed as they have been varied using the CST 

sweep tool. Thus, for example 0.05:0.1:0.65 means that the radius value varies from 0.05 mm to 0.65 mm in 0.1 mm steps. 

Cell period, dx 

(mm) 

Thickness (mm) Hole radius, rtal 

(mm) 

1.5  

 

 

 

 

 

0.4 

0.05:0.1:0.65 

1.4 0.05:0.1:0.65 

1.3 0.05:0.1:0.6 

1.2 0.05:0.1:0.55 

1.1 0.05:0.1:0.5 

1 0.05:0.1:0.45 

0.9 0.05:0.1:0.4 

0.8 0.05:0.1:0.35 

0.7 0.05:0.1:0.3 

0.6 0.05:0.1:0.25 

0.5 0.05:0.1:0.2 

0.4 0.05:0.1:0.15 

0.3 0.05:0.02:0.1 

0.2 0.05:0.01:0.08 

0.1 0.03:0.01:0.04 
 

 

 

(a) (b) 

Figure 59. CST models for εr quantification for (a) square lattice and (b) triangular lattice. Simulations with these models are made 

for materials with εr = 2.5 and εr = 3. 

According to the models formerly attached, some simulations have been done on the frequency bands 

of 72-76GHz and 81-86GHz. This give us a file which relates the diameter of the holes, the spacing 

between them and the permittivity obtained on the material. These results are used on the next section. 

2.2.2. OBTAINING PERMITTIVITY VALUES ON THE LENS AND CURVE 

DISCRETIZATION  

 

The next step on the lens design is to calculate the permittivity values that we need on the lens. As the 

incoming spherical-wave front which travels through the lens must turn into a plane-wave front, we 

can write this condition as phase compensation. The key point is that the phase value of any incoming 

ray, once it has traveled through the lens, must be equal at any point. Hence, the plane-wave front 

transformation could be written in terms of the dimension and material properties of the lens as 

follows. 
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Figure 60. Equations of the lens design 

This consideration describes a general result that we can use on our case. With this relation, we can 

obtain a curve with the values of permittivity needed on the lens as a function of the lens radius. The 

curves obtained will depend on the geometry used and the materials we are working with. In our case, 

with F = 4.2mm and E = 6 
𝜆

2
, for maximizing power transmission considering the electromagnetic 

property, and with the materials with εr = 2.5 and εr = 3, we obtain the following curves.  

  

(a) (b) 

Figure 61. Design curves obtained for (a) material with εr = 3 and (b) material with εr = 2.5 using our geometry. 

As we cannot correct the phase along all the lens aperture, we need to step the design curve. This is 

made with the values of permittivity obtained in the characterization of the unit cell, because the unit 

cell characterization gives us the real permittivity values that we can synthetize and its relationship 

with hole diameter and spacing between holes. In this case, the hole diameter is fixed for each color. 

Thus, we can define the value of the permittivity in each ring and get information about the hole 

geometry. 
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(a) (b) 

Figure 62. Stepped curves with real values for (a) material with εr = 3 and (b) material with εr = 2.5. Each stepped curve has been 

obtained fixing the hole diameter.  

2.2.3. DESIGN OF THE LENS WITH SOLID RINGS 

 

To verify the design process followed, a simplified design was made. This design consists of five 

solid rings with different values of permittivity, which are values fixed by the design curve.  

For the simplified design, we have divided the lens surface in five equal areas. With the design curve, 

we have obtained the values of permittivity needed on each area. Then, we have simulated these 

designs for getting results. 

 

 

Figure 63. Solid rings model simulated.  

In addition, we have made a sweep on different values of focal distance. This could give us an idea 

about the optimum focal length, and if it would be better to change it.  

 

 

Figure 64. Simulated farfield (copolar and crosspolar) for different focal length values (f) on 72-76GHz band. 
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Figure 65. Simulated farfield (copolar and crosspolar) for different focal length values (f) on (b) 81-86GHz band. 

Based on the obtained, we see that the 4.2 mm value for focal length meets the optimum values for 

focal length on both bands. Once selected the best focal length, a sweep of the value of the position of 

the feeder has been made to evaluate the scan capability.  

 

Figure 66. Simulated farfield (RHCP) with different feeder positions on 72-76GHz band.  

 

 

Figure 67. Simulated farfield (RHCP) with different feeder positions on 81-86GHz band. 

Scan capability has been verified, and as we can see on the plots, our design has around 30 degrees 

scan capacity. 

Based on the results obtained, we could expect similar values of directivity and efficiencies up to 60% 

on the perforated lens design, in addition of a similar beamscanning capacity. Moreover, we must 

notice that the crosspolar level of back radiation has a considerable value.  
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2.2.4. PERFORATED LENS DESIGN  

 

The first step on the design is to select the permittivity values of the different areas using the stepped 

curve. Once selected the permittivity values on the lens, we synthetize them on the material by 

performing the drills.  

The holes are performed using an approximation of the lattices that we presented before. Therefore, 

each area consists of a hole series along the same radius and not a square or triangular lattice, as 

presented in 1.2.3. As an input, we take the hole diameter, the permittivity wanted and the radius in 

which the holes are placed. As an output, we obtain the spacing between holes and the number of 

holes we need. These outputs are obtained using the triangular lattices equations.  

To make a better approximation, a condition is been set. The spacing between holes in adjacent areas 

must be a quadratic relationship. For example, the spacing between the holes of the first ring and the 

second ring must be 𝑑𝑥′ = √𝑑𝑥1𝑑𝑥2 where 𝑑𝑥′ is the spacing between holes of adjacent areas and dx1 

and dx2 the spacing between holes on the first and second ring respectively. 

 

LENS WITH PERMITTIVITY VALUE OF 2.5 

 

 

Figure 68. Permittivity values selected for the lens design using the stepped curve. Source: Author. 

 

Table III. Design values for each ring or area for the perforated lens made with the εr = 2.5 material. 

 εr Radial 

position on 

lens (mm) 

Hole 

diameter 

(mm) 

Spacing 

between 

holes (mm) 

Number of 

holes 

Ring 1 2.5     

Ring 2 2.288 4.1 1 2.53 10 

Ring 3 2.063 6 1.1 1.94 19 

Ring 4 1.863 7.6 1.3 1.89 25 

Ring 5 1.621 9.2 1.1 1.37 42 
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Figure 69. Perforated lens design with a material of εr = 2.5.  

 

LENS WITH PERMITTIVITY VALUE OF 3 (PEEK) 

 

 

Figure 70. Permittivity values selected for the lens design using the stepped curve. Source: Author. 

 

Table IV. Design values for each ring or area for the perforated lens made with the εr = 3 material. 

 εr Radial 

position on 

lens (mm) 

Hole 

diameter 

(mm) 

Spacing 

between 

holes (mm) 

Number of 

holes  

Ring 1 3     

Ring 2 2.713 4.3 1 2.51 11 

Ring 3 2.513 5.7 1.1 2.12 17 

Ring 4 2.26 7.4 1.3 2.04 23 

Ring 5 1.983 9 1.1 1.46 38 
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Figure 71. Perforated lens design with a material of εr = 3. 

 

2.1. SIMULATION 

For the simulation on the models designed, we have used CST Microwave Studio. This software is a 

high-performance 3D EM analysis software package for designing, analyzing, and optimizing 

electromagnetic components and systems. CST Microwave Studio is used in leading technology and 

engineering companies around the world. Simulation enables the use of virtual prototyping. Systems 

and devices performance can be optimized, and potential compliance issues could be identified before 

manufacturing. Therefore, this software gives us a very powerful tool for obtaining results.  

The models are simulated using the following models. In this way, we could simulate the effect of 

fastening pieces on the whole system. We show the results of the simulation on the results chapter. 

 

Figure 72. Perforated lens design simulated introducing the fastening pieces. The figure shows the model for εr = 2.5 material. The 

model for εr = 3 material follows the same structure.  
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3. RESULTS 
First, we comment the copolar component on directivity. On the lens designed for εr = 2.5, we obtain 

a main lobe magnitude of 23dBi at 74GHz, which represents an efficiency of 84%. The side lobe 

level is -27.9 and we have an angular width (3dB) of 12.8 degrees. At 84GHz, we obtain a main lobe 

magnitude of 23.9 dBi, which represents an efficiency of 81%. The side lobe level is on -25.8dB and 

the angular width (3dB) is 11 degrees. 

 

Figure73. Simulated directivity at 74GHz for a perforated lens design using a material of εr = 2.5 on Φ= 90º. 

 

Figure74. Simulated directivity at 84GHz for a perforated lens design using a material of εr = 2.5 on Φ= 90º.  

For the lens designed with εr = 3, the main lobe magnitude at 74GHz is 22.7dBi, which means an 

efficiency of 78%. Side lobe level is -19.2dB and angular width (3dB) 12.3 degrees. At 84GHz, we 

obtain a main lobe magnitude of 23dBi, an efficiency of 65%. The side lobe level is on -20dB and the 

angular width (3dB) is 11.8 degrees.  

 

Figure75. Simulated directivity at 74GHz for a perforated lens design using a material of εr = 3 on Φ= 90º. 
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Figure76. Simulated directivity at 84GHz for a perforated lens design using a material of εr = 3 on Φ= 90º. 

We have obtained a good radiation efficiency in both models, which means a high value of directivity. 

The efficiency obtained with the models made with the εr = 2.5 material is better than the efficiency 

with the εr = 3. Side lobe levels have a desirable value too in both models, and they are similar for 

both materials.  

In comparison with the solid rings model, the efficiency is higher in both cases, thus this design has 

more directivity. The angular width is similar to that model too and side lobe level has the same 

magnitude. Comparing these results with some results presented on 1.2.4, the value obtained of 

directivity, if we look at [5] where the lens has a higher radius, is coherent and our design has even a 

higher efficiency.  

The crosspolar radiation presents a high back radiation levels in both models as we can see. This was 

observed too on the solid rings model and its due to the medium change which suffers the 

electromagnetic field on the lens surface.  

  

(a) (b) 

  

(c) (d) 

 

Figure77. Simulated crosspolar directivity at (a) 74GHz for εr = 2.5 (b) 84GHz for εr = 2.5 (c) 74GHz for εr = 3 and (d) 84GHz for εr 

= 3 for a perforated lens design on Φ= 90º. Notice that it has a high level of back radiation. 

The S11 parameter on the lenses, even though the reflection produced on the surface of the lens, has a 

value under -18dB for both models in both bands of frequency. We consider this a good value of S11 

which does not represent problems of power loss or reflection issues, which means a good adaptation.   
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Figure78. S11 parameter on 72-76GHz band for a perforated lens design using a material of εr = 2.5.  

 

Figure79. S11 parameter on 81-86GHz band for a perforated lens design using a material of εr = 2.5.  

 

Figure80. S11 parameter on 72-76GHz band for a perforated lens design using a material of εr = 3.  

 

Figure81. S11 parameter on 72-76GHz band for a perforated lens design using a material of εr = 3.  

In addition, we want to expose a comparison between copolar and crosspolar component on the same 

plot to give a general view of the radiation characteristics. 
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Figure82. Simulated directivity at 74GHz copolar (RHCP) and crosspolar (LHCP) on 72-76GHz band for a perforated lens design 

using a material of εr = 2.5 on Φ= 90º. 

 

Figure83. Simulated directivity at 84GHz copolar (LHCP) and crosspolar (RHCP) on 81-86GHz band for a perforated lens design 

using a material of εr = 2.5 on Φ= 90º.  

 

Figure84. Simulated directivity at 74GHz copolar (LHCP) and crosspolar (RHCP) on 72-76GHz band for a perforated lens design 

using a material of εr = 3 on Φ= 90º. 

 

Figure85. Simulated directivity at 84GHz copolar (RHCP) and crosspolar (LHCP) on 81-86GHz band for a perforated lens design 

using a material of εr = 3 on Φ= 90º. 
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We present now the results obtained on the verification on beamscanning capability. The beam 

orientation is changed by moving the feeder along the lens aperture in one specific direction. In this 

study, the feeder has been moved from the center (0 mm shifting) to a shift of 8 mm, with a step of 1 

mm. The results obtained on this side, are the same results that we would obtain on the 0 mm to -8 

mm shifting, meaning that the radiation patterns obtained are symmetrical on both sides.  

For the lens designed with the εr = 2.5 material, we obtain the following patterns. 

 

Figure86. Beamscanning at 74GHz RHCP on 72-76GHz band for a perforated lens design using a material of εr = 2.5 on Φ= 90º. 

 

Figure87. Beamscanning at 84GHz LHCP on 81-86GHz band for a perforated lens design using a material of εr = 2.5 on Φ= 90º. 

 

Figure88. Detailed beamscanning plot at 74GHz RHCP on 72-76GHz band for a perforated lens design using a material of εr = 2.5 

on Φ= 90º. 
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Figure 89. Detailed beamscanning plot at 84GHz LHCP on 81-86GHz band for a perforated lens design using a material of εr = 2.5 

on Φ= 90º. 

As we can see, for the 72GHz-76GHz band, we obtain a beamscanning capacity of approximately 

30 degrees, what gives us a good scan capacity for the ISL. In this case, the plots number eight and 

number nine are not considered because of the radiation pattern degradation and the low value of 

directivity, which represents a low efficiency. On the 81GHz-86GHz band, we get a beamscanning 

capacity of 39 degrees. The scan capability is slightly better on the 81GHz-86GHz band. 

For the lens designed with the εr = 3 material: 

 

Figure 90. Beamscanning at 74GHz LHCP on 72-76GHz band for a perforated lens design using a material of εr = 3 on Φ= 90º. 

 

Figure 91. Beamscanning at 84GHz RHCP on 81-86GHz band for a perforated lens design using a material of εr = 3 on Φ= 90º. 
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Figure 92. Detailed beamscanning plot at 74GHz LHCP on 72-76GHz band for a perforated lens design using a material of εr = 3 on 

Φ= 90º. 

 

Figure 93. Detailed beamscanning plot at 84GHz RHCP on 81-86GHz band for a perforated lens design using a material of εr = 3 on 

Φ= 90º. 

On the 72GHz-76GHz band, we obtain a beamscanning capacity of almost 30 degrees. For the 

81GHz-86GHz band, the beamscanning capacity is around 30 degrees. As we can see, the lens 

designed for the material with εr = 3, has a lower scan capacity than the lens designed with εr = 2.5 

material.  

If we compare these results with the results obtained with the solid rings model, our results are 

coherent. On that model, we concluded that the scan capacity were around 30 degrees. On the 

perforated lens models, we have obtained similar values. 

On [23], the beamscanning capability of the lens is presented. In comparison to the results obtained 

with the lens designed, we must notice that there a scan capacity of almost 50 degrees is achieved. On 

this case, the technology used, and the lens dimensions are slightly different and that could explain the 

higher scan capacity. However, this is still coherent with the results obtained with the perforated lens 

design.  

In addition, on [14], a PSSs based lens is used to achieve beamscanning. There, the scan capacity is 

around 30 degrees, which is similar to the results obtained with the perforated lens designs.  

On Annex B, we show the S11 parameters obtained on this simulation and the crosspolar radiation.   

As a summary of the results obtained, now we present two tables with the characteristics of the 

designed lenses.  

The losses parameter has been calculated considering the mismatch losses and the ohmic losses. In 

this way, we calculate the losses using the power radiated, outgoing, accepted and simulated. For 

example, on the72-76GHz band for the lens of εr = 3 material, 𝐿 = 0.11343𝑑𝐵. 
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Figure 94. Results obtained of power analysis on a perforated dielectric lens with an εr = 2.5 material for 72GHz-76GHz band. 

 

Figure 95. Results obtained of power analysis on a perforated dielectric lens with an εr = 2.5 material for 81GHz-86GHz band. 

 

Figure 96. Results obtained of power analysis on a perforated dielectric lens with an εr = 3 material for 72GHz-76GHz band.  
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Figure 97. Results obtained of power analysis on a perforated dielectric lens with an εr = 3 material for 81GHz-86GHz band. 

The crosspolar discrimination, which is the magnitude of relative power of the crosspolar pattern 

respect to the copolar at a given angle, as defined by BASTA, is detailed on the XPD (Cross-Polar 

Discrimination) parameter. It has been calculated as 𝑋𝑃𝐷(𝜃 = 0º)  =  𝐺𝑎𝑖𝑛 (𝜃 = 0º)  −
 𝐶𝑟𝑜𝑠𝑠𝑝𝑜𝑙𝑎𝑟 𝑙𝑒𝑣𝑒𝑙 (𝜃 = 0º). 

The bandwidth of the lens has been calculated as the bandwidth of the feeder. Because the lens system 

is a broadband system, the total bandwidth of the complete antenna could be approximated as the 

feeder bandwidth, which is around 25GHz using the IEEE criteria. It is specified on frequency units 

and on percentage, being 𝐵𝑊(%) =
𝐵𝑊

𝑓0
∙ 100, where 𝑓0 is the central frequency. 

Table V. Summary of the characteristics at both bands of the perforated lens design for a εr = 2.5 material. 

Parameter  @ 74GHz @ 84GHz 

Directivity (θ=0º, Φ=90º) 23dBi 23.9 

Efficiency 84% 81% 

Losses 0.17803dB 0.145421dB 

Side lobe level -27.9dB -25.8dB 

Angular width (3dB) 12.8º 11º 

Bandwidth 25GHz (33.78%) 25GHz (29.76%) 

XPD 45.7dB 38.8dB 

Maximum level of crosspolar  7.12dB @ θ = -180º 6.3dB @ θ = -180º 

Scan capacity 30º ~31º 
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Table VI. Summary of the characteristics of the perforated lens design for a εr = 3 material. 

Parameter  @ 74GHz @ 84GHz 

Directivity (θ=0º, Φ=90º) 22.7dBi 23dBi 

Efficiency 78% 65% 

Losses 0.11343dB 3dB 

Side lobe level -19.2dB -20dB 

Angular width (3dB) 12.3º 11.8º 

Bandwidth 25GHz (33.78%) 25GHz (29.76%) 

XPD 42.41dB 38.85dB 

Maximum level of crosspolar 10.13dB @ θ = -180º 11.32dB @ θ = -180º 

Scan capacity ~29º ~30º 
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4. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE LINES OF 

RESEARCH 

4.1. CONCLUSIONS 

The purpose of the current study was to design and simulate two perforated dielectric lenses for its use 

on ISLs. The aim of the present research was to obtain these two lenses designs with a good value of 

directivity (up to 20dBi) and with beamscanning capability on the frequency bands of 72GHz-76GHz 

for reception and 81GHz-86GHz for transmission. The two lenses have been designed and simulated 

and results obtained have been compared with previous the previous ones to evaluate the designs 

performance. As a conclusion of the present project, we should stand out: 

• This study has shown that the design process followed centered on the phase compensation on 

the lens surface gives good results and that the beamscanning capacity is obtained too, even 

though this is not explicitly considered on the analysis. In addition, the beamscanning 

capacity obtained is around 30 degrees, which allows the system to achieve the goals desired.  

• The research has also shown that the approximation (2.2.4) of the lattices presented on 1.2.3 

and used on the designs is a good approximation and gives good results, similar to the results 

that we can expect using the lattices. These findings suggest that in general, we can use this 

method which is simpler and allows more flexibility for performing the drills.  

• A limitation of this study is that comparison of the models made with the approximation with 

the models using lattices is not made.  

• The results of this investigation on the lens with εr = 2.5 material seems better than the ones 

with the εr = 3 material. This could be explained either by the design and stepped curve 

characterization, which is maybe better adjusted on the εr = 2.5 material, either by the 

performance of the material and its intrinsic properties. Some of these could be seen on [20], 

where some materials allow more permittivity variations on it.  

• On the results of this work, there is a high level of back radiation on crosspolar component 

has been noticed.  

Further considerations on the student’s progress should be made. The student has progressed, and 

knowledge has been acquired through the project development. Some challenges and problems have 

been faced and new solutions and methods, not previously used, have been tested. The problems and 

difficulties founded have been presented and discussed in periodic meetings and next steps have been 

drew for the project development.  

As a result of the learning process, the student has understood the importance of the viability and the 

problems associated with costs on space missions. Moreover, as an exhaustive state-of-the-art review 

has been made, study development methodology and justification has been learned. 

Finally, we conclude that the objectives and purposes of this work have been accomplished and two 

perforated lenses have been designed for its use on ISLs.  

 

4.2. FUTURE LINES OF RESEARCH  

A further study could assess the long-term effects of the back radiation on crosspolar component, 

while a further development of some solution for the reflection on the lens surface could improve this 

characteristic.  

Further research might explore and quantify the effects of making an approximation of the lattices 

presented on 1.2.3 to evaluate if we could use that on general designs.  

Due to practical limitations, the antenna system has not been fabricated. As a future line, the antenna 

could be manufactured and measured on anechoic chamber. Then, the parameters obtained on 

simulations (mainly S parameters and directivity) can be compared with the results obtained on the 

measure. By means of this, we could test the antenna viability.  
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ANNEX A: ETHICAL, ECONOMIC, SOCIAL AND 

ENVIROMENTAL ASPECTS 

A.1 INTRODUCTION 

Within the context of the so called ‘spectral crisis’, spectrum will not be able to meet all the traffic 

demand; the design of cellular network is still based in the 3G legacy and need further enhancement. 

Therefore, the proven interest on technologies which enable high speed and capacity network is 

outstandingly increasing. Namely, the 5G deployment has become a major issue in 

Telecommunication Engineering. Satellite networks for 5G deployment represent an interesting way 

of deployment. For this networks, Inter-Satellite communication is required. Therefore, the 

development of antenna systems capable of covering the network necessities are desirable. Satellites 

expand coverage, broaden 5G networks uses, enable building multiple spot beam networks, and can 

reuse higher frequencies of the spectrum in non-saturation conditions. In addition, they can support 

services such as eMBB, uRLLC or mMTC. 

A.2 DESCRIPTION OF RELEVANT IMPACTS RELATED TO 

THE PROJECT 

The 5G network deployment and implementation will make possible billions of new connections. 

Moreover, this could be implemented as instantaneous and secure connections. In addition, the 5G 

deployment will have a great impact on industries like automobile, manufacturing, or healthcare. 

Moreover, the new generation of mobile communications gives a very supportive tool for 

investigations related to environment, health, communications or demographic. The use of massive 

satellite constellations represents a viable way to deploy those networks. On this context, our work 

develops a system for ISL communication using a simple, effective, and compact antenna that allows 

the transmission and reception between satellites, which leads to a viable way of deploying 5G 

networks with satellites. Not only users benefit from the deployment, so the manufacturers and 

engineers responsible of the network.  

A.3 DETAILED ANALYSIS OF SOME OF THE MAIN 

IMPACTS 

We have analyzed the impact of our project on the viability of the new generation of mobile 

communications (5G) deployment based on massive satellite constellations. This deployment and the 

5G network implementation help users to have a better connectivity, fast and secure, even in areas in 

which now the coverage is not extended. Moreover, it helps industry for have better data and 

communication systems and to implement systems based on machine-to-machine communication 

(mMTC). Industries such as automobile, could develop new systems guided to autonomous vehicles.  

Other considerations on investigations could be analyzed. For example, the demographic study, 

mobility, connection, environmental, with highly reliable and fast networks which allow to deploy 

effective systems and a high use of data.   

The design method followed, is simple, gives good results and a compact system which is viable to 

use on ISLs. This could be an advantage to industry because of the simplicity of manufacturing.  

A.4 CONCLUSIONS 

The deployment of 5G networks using massive satellite constellations allows to take the next step to 

the new mobile generations, which represents many advantages to users, industry, and environment.  
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ANNEX B: S PARAMETERS AND CROSSPOLAR 

RADIATION ON BEAMSCANNING ANALYSIS 

 

Figure 98. S11 parameter on 72-76GHz band for a 20 mm perforated lens design using a material of εr = 2.5 varying the position of 

the feeder between 0 mm and 8 mm. 

 

Figure 99. S11 parameter on 81-86GHz band for a 20 mm perforated lens design using a material of εr = 2.5 varying the position of 

the feeder between 0 mm and 8 mm. 

 

Figure 100. S11 parameter on 72-76GHz band for a 20 mm perforated lens design using a material of εr = 3 varying the position of 

the feeder between 0 mm and 8 mm. 
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Figure101. S11 parameter on 81-86GHz band for a 20 mm perforated lens design using a material of εr = 2.5 varying the position of 

the feeder between 0 mm and 8 mm. 

 

Figure102. Simulated crosspolar (LHCP) directivity at 74GHz for εr = 2.5 for a perforated lens design.  

 

Figure103. Simulated crosspolar (RHCP) directivity at 84GHz for εr = 2.5 for a perforated lens design.  
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Figure104. Simulated directivity at 74GHz copolar (RHCP, colored) and crosspolar (LHCP) for a perforated lens design using a 

material of εr = 2.5. 

 

Figure105. Simulated directivity at 84GHz copolar (LHCP, colored) and crosspolar (RHCP) for a perforated lens design using a 

material of εr = 2.5. 

 

Figure106. Simulated crosspolar (RHCP) directivity at 74GHz for εr = 3 for a perforated lens design.  
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Figure107. Simulated crosspolar (LHCP) directivity at 84GHz for εr = 3 for a perforated lens design.  

 

Figure108. Simulated directivity at 74GHz copolar (LHCP, colored) and crosspolar (RHCP) for a perforated lens design using a 

material of εr = 3. 

 

Figure109. Simulated directivity at 84GHz copolar (RHCP, colored) and crosspolar (LHCP) for a perforated lens design using a 

material of εr = 3. 
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ANNEX C: ECONOMIC BUDGET 
 

  horas Precio/hora TOTAL 

COSTE DE MANO DE OBRA (coste directo) 600 5 € 3,000 € 
     

COSTE DE RECURSOS MATERIALES (coste directo)     

 Precio de compra Uso en meses Amortiz. en años TOTAL 

Ordenador personal (Software incluido)....... 
               1,500.00 
€  8 5 

                 200.00 
€  

TOTAL             200.00 €  

GASTOS GENERALES (costes indirectos) 15% sobre CD             480.00 €  

BENEFICIO INDUSTRIAL 6% sobre CD+CI 220.80 € 

SUBTOTAL PRESUPUESTO 3,900.80 € 

IVA APLICABLE 21% 819.17 € 

     

TOTAL PRESUPUESTO 4,719.97 € 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


